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CONNECTED HEAT PRESSES
TC SMART SERIES
With its new TC SMART heat presses, Secabo introduces
a world‘s first to the market. The latest generation of the
well-known knee lever heat presses features a new
intelligent design and construction. Furthermore, the
SMART models are equipped with new electronics that
were developed on the basis of Secabo‘s extensive industry
know-how. The controller for the automatically opening
heat presses now comes equipped with a Bluetooth
interface allowing for operation via the free transfer app
Secabo SMART Transfers. In addition to handling the
control function, the app also features the largest database with appropriate transfer parameter combinations
for textiles and transfer media currently available on the
market. It allows the customer to choose the respective
type of fabric as well as the desired transfer medium and
automatically receive the appropriate temperature, time
and pressure settings.

It also comes with additional features, such as a adding
time for placement of cover foil or silicone mat, as well
as numerous other useful applications. The TC5 SMART
and TC7 SMART models are available with a work surface
of 38cm × 38cm and 40cm × 50cm respectively. Furthermore,
the TCC SMART cap press is also available. All SMART
heat presses are optimized for professional application
of common heat transfer processes. All models feature
a modular design, optionally allowing for quick and easy
equipping with removable plates in various formats, with
quick-change system and a slide extension (does not apply
to TCC SMART).

SECABO SMART
TRANSFER APP

DIGITAL
CONTROLLER
Duration and temperature
can easily be adjusted and
monitored using the digital
controller.

AUTOMATICALLY
OPENING
The press automatically
opens after the set time
has elapsed.

VARIABLE
WORK PRESSURE
The work pressure is easy
to adjust - in each case
matching the transfer
object and procedure.

EXACT TEMPERATURE
DISTRIBUTION
REPLACEABLE
BASIC ELEMENTS
Basic elements in four different
sizes are optionally available.
These are easy to swap.

The high-quality heat plate ensures an
exact temperature distribution over the
entire heating surface.

SECABO TCC SMART
CAP PRESS
With the new cap press TCC SMART, Secabo gives way to
innovation and consequently further improves performance in the finishing of baseball caps, hats and similar
products. The controller of the TCC SMART is equipped
with a Bluetooth interface that allows for controlling the
press via the free Secabo SMART Transfer app, while
also providing access to a comprehensive function database. This allows users to: Simply enter the type of fabric
and the transfer material and immediately retrieve the
matching combinations of temperature, time and pressure. Additional features, such as the calculation of heat-up times and warning functions, make the app a valuable assistant for all common heat transfer methods.
The contact pressure of the new heat press for caps, Secabo TCC SMART, is set via a handwheel at the lower
side of the easily replaceable base elements. A loaded
cap is tightly fixed from below by means of a bracket.

TECHNICAL DATA

TCC SMART

Working area size

15cm × 8cm

Max. folding angle

35°

Max. temperature

225°C.

Max. preset time

999s

Power supply
Environment

AC voltage
230V / 50Hz - 60Hz, 1.0kW
+5°C - +35°C /
30% - 70% relative humidity

Dimensions

24cm × 64cm × 53cm

Net weight

15 kg

Items included

Heat press, base element
7.6cm × 14.6cm, power cable

The automatically opening TCC SMART features a large
opening angle as well as a button for manual opening
prior to the preset time running out. It is suitable for professional use of all common heat transfer methods, including flock and flex films, sublimation, transfer, InkJet-Flex and more.

BASE ELEMENTS FOR CAP PRESS TCC SMART
Base elements in various formats are available for the Secabo TCC SMART
cap press. The elements can be swapped in just a few steps and allow
for ideal and careful pressing of caps and hats – depending on the size
and format of the transfer objects. Available formats: 7cm × 16.5cm,
7.6cm × 14.6cm, 10.2cm × 16.5cm, 10.2cm × 20.3cm.

